Two Debut Teams To Enter Invitational Meet At Jackson

Two debut teams have been invited to participate in the Vols-Wolves Invitational Meet to be staged Saturday in the new Stadium at Jackson. The meet will be the first time these teams have ever competed.

The Jackson team will consist ofrifts and the University of Tennessee team will have its first chance to see any of the famous Irish collegiate teams.

The meet will be held outdoors in the stadium which is nearing completion.

By the way—issue where Joe Morgan's best feature story appeared.

MISS BERNHILL

The daughter of Dr. M. L. Bernhll, who died last week of cerebral hemorrhage, has been returned to her home in the city. The funeral took place Wednesday morning at the First Baptist Church with the Rev. W. H. Harris officiating.

TRUMAN THOMAS

Mr. Truman L. Thomas, prominent Jackson business man, was taken to the hospital yesterday with a brain infection. Dr. W. S. Spivey administered treatments, and Mr. Thomas is reported better today.

The funeral services will be held Friday in the Church of the Nazarene. Mr. Thomas' wife and members of the family will be present.

The body will lie in state at the Seaboard undertakers' home for the funeral arrangements.

Mr. Thomas was a member of the Board of Education and was well known in Jackson.

The body was removed to the hospital at 10 a.m. Saturday for the funeral arrangements.
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my Goodness!

When Jimmie prepared to be asked if he planned to get a master's degree before he got married, he replied, "Frederick will be Freshman"

Frederick Hopper has been administering the initial club, making it clear that both the Pep Squad and ball team are due great praise.

Both鲜 and their coach have proven very successful this year in spite of all the difficulties, which have arisen to hamper them. They were faced with the loss of two of their best players at the very opening of the season, but in spite of this they were successful enough to maintain their position on the upper end of the list. They were outscored in many games, the defeat was never an embarrassment to the team, and the season was the Bombs stacked up large scores.

Considering all they have given, Harding a basketball season worthy to be proud of, and one that may be remembered as the turning point in Harding's athletic history. With the aid of a faculty coach, basketball has done more than usual this year to lay a foundation for a more outstanding place in Harding's history.

In its two years existence the Pep Squad has done much to promote the interest in athletics at the college. Both the students have acted as a concentrated group of enthusiastic about who deserve praise for their work.

Both organizations should be encouraged, a stepping stone to greater things in Harding athletics. They have done their work well and we are proud of them.

Things We Might Have.

Dr. Hedrick'simer's timely announcement concerning the preservation of shrubbery and grass on the campus was ignored by some no doubt, than chapel services were dismissed. Students took a short cut straight across the administration building, and before the day was over students were breaking blossoms, chasing sassafras leaves, and Japanese fish from the pond fish is the pond fish.

Never before since Harding has been held a basketball season, even as extensive as the present one being carried on by the Bombs club for the first time in the history of the college. Probably all of Harding endorses this program as an example of the preservation of shrubbery and grass, for, why can't we have those things? They cost only thoughtfulness—surely that isn't too high!
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To Ball Team and Pep Squad.

Although only a two year old organization, the Pep Squad has proven itself a team to be reckoned with. Tonight that organization is sponsoring the annual basketball banquet to honor the basketball team for its outstanding performance during the season. It is believed that both the Pep Squad and ball team are due great praise.

Both the Bombs, and their coach have proven very successful this year in spite of all the difficulties, which have arisen to hamper them. They were faced with the loss of two of their best players at the very opening of the season, but in spite of this they were successful enough to maintain their position on the upper end of the list. They were outscored in many games, the defeat was never an embarrassment to the team, and the season was the Bombs stacked up large scores.
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Never before since Harding has been held a basketball season, even as extensive as the present one being carried on by the Bombs club for the first time in the history of the college. Probably all of Harding endorses this program as an example of the preservation of shrubbery and grass, for, why can't we have those things? They cost only thoughtfulness—surely that isn't too high!
Many New Books Recently Added To College Library

One hundred and three books have been recently purchased and added to the Library.

**Botanists at Work**

Extensive Program of Improvements Started Recently by Botany Class

Students learning from trees, lumps growing underground, the area of study, science teaching, girls plotting, all mark the most extensive program of landscaping and campus beautification to be started at Harding since the college opened.

The Botany class, under the direction of Dr. Herbert Hechenbleikner, is initiating this program of improvements and rezoning laboratory instructions at the same time.

During the past few weeks this class has been studying tree surgery and has been engaged in pruning trees and cutting out those which are considered dangerous to others. Stumps of the injured trees will be left to dry and then be removed later in the year.

The first transplanting railroad built in the American south was at Harding University.

**Security Bank**

We will endeavor to handle in an efficient manner all business entrusted to us.

**Beautiful Shiner**

**CROOK'S DRUG STORE**

**The VANITY BOX BEAUTY PARLOR**

**LOWER PRICES THAT TRIM BUDGETS**

**HARDING COLLEGE, SEARCY, ARKANSAS**

**Page Three**

**Between Scenes By Jack Domin**

These interest enough had the opportunity of seeing one of America's greatest actors last night in the person of Walter Hampden. Mr. Hampden's performance in "Ethan Frome" was unexceptionable. Many critics and producers alike on Broadway consider him the dean of the American stage. When an actor holds such an honor among his contemporaries, it certainly deserves notice.

It was the pleasure of several from Searcy to see the performances of the cast, which was as smooth and comparable as can be. We are still content to believe that interest in and utilization increases.

Many others attended Sullivan's suite in the Searcy Opera. The students (except one very loud one) appeared to be better satisfied with the performance than they did at the Searcy Opera.

"We are Wanda Lee," Miss Wanda Lee, who stars in the play, said. "She deserves a chance in the play."

Registration: Wayman Miller will offer great public of Abe Lincoln's country. Music? Beethoven is rapidly becoming popular among his ancestors.

"It's Floyd is turning mistakes into hits." Dr. Hechenbleikner says that the program is too immense to complete this year or next year. It is a program which must be continued next year, the first time in the program was unprofessional and was started.

"Some idea of this market who was engaged in studying the whole subject of the W. Floyd is turning mistakes into hits."

Dr. Hechenbleikner says that the program is too immense to complete this year or next year. It is a program which must be continued next year, the first time in the program was unprofessional and was started.
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"Preacher" Roe Is Main Cog Of Baseball Squad

Arkansas Tech, Hendrix on Herb Track Schedule
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Arkansas Tech, Hendrix on Herb Track Schedule

All First Place Winners Will Attend Cotton Carnival

Two track meets have been scheduled for the Home of this season. A dual meet with Arkansas Tech April 8 at Russellville will be held at 4:30 p.m. The third meet, which is to be held at Russellville, April 30, will be a dual meet with Arkansas Tech, the latter being the home team.

Coach Berryhill has written for a dual meet with Arkansas Tech for next week, but has not received an answer. A dual meet will be held in the state track meet, which is to be held at Russellville, May 8 and 9.

Coach Berryhill stated that he was in the last week of any of these meets would be the most important in the state.

Swee retina is gradually becoming one of the most popular sports in this area. With these qualified examining teams, the students have an opportunity to become members of the Arkansas Youth Football Association. Anyone who has an opportunity should join the team and watch the student take his course next year. It will be well worth your time.

SWIMMING

Swimming is gradually becoming one of the most popular sports in the college activities. With these qualified examining teams, the students have an opportunity to become members of the Arkansas Youth Football Association. Anyone who has an opportunity should join the team and watch the student take his course next year. It will be well worth your time.